
Overview
In Songbirds, you skillfully play bird cards from your hand to collect seeds 
and birds at the bird feeder. Seeds and bird couples in your collection are 
worth points. Single birds only score if you have the most of their species. 
In the end, the player with the most points wins.

Components
110 cards:

1 feeder base (two-sided) 
72 bird cards (male and female of six species and values) 
36 feeder cards (30 seeds, 3 crows, 3 squirrels)
1 first player card

A clever card game
for 2-4 players of ages 8 and up.
Playing time: about 30 minutes.

“bad cards”

Little Songbirds



Setup
1. Turn the  1  feeder base to the appropriate side and place it in the center 
of the playing area. With 4 players, there are three perches; with 2 and 3 
players, there are only two perches. The perches are indicated by arrows 
on the feeder base card.

2. Shuffle the feeder cards (2-player game: see 
below) and place  2  4 seed cards face up in a 
column above the feeder base. Always add cards 
to the feeder from the lowest space to the “top” 
of the feeder. Replace any bad cards, if needed, 
until there are four seed cards; then shuffle the 
bad cards back in. Place the remaining feeder 
cards in a  3  face-down draw pile—the feeder 
deck—above the column of cards.

2 Players: First remove the five cards with the
symbol from the game (four seed cards 

and one crow).

3. Shuffle the bird cards (2-player game: see 
below) and place  4  one bird card face up at 
each perch of the feeder base.

2 Players: First remove all 
birds of one species.2

There are only two perches 
in 2- and 3-player games.
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4. Deal each player  5  a hand of 
four bird cards. Keep the cards in 
your hand hidden from the other 
players.

5. Place the remaining bird cards in a  6  face-down draw pile—the bird 
deck—nearby. Draw  7  three bird cards from the pile and place them face 
up in a queue next to it.

6. The last player to see a songbird receives 
the first player card. This card does not change 
hands during the course of the game.
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Each player gets a 
hand of 4 bird cards.
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Course of Play
The course of play is the same for all numbers of players. The first player 
begins and takes the first turn. Each turn goes through the following three 
phases in this exact order:

A. Playing a Card
B. Resolving Effects
C. Drawing New Cards

Then the next player in clockwise order takes a turn. Play continues in this 
fashion until the game ends.

A. Playing a Card
Select a bird card from your hand and place it face up at a perch of your 
choice.

The blackbird and the 
bullfinch on the left are on 
the ground, waiting in line.

The chaffinch and the 
bullfinch on the right are 
sitting at the perch.

The greenfinch is played 
at the end of the row.
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This way you will be forming rows of birds at the perches. The first bird in 
each row is considered sitting at the perch, pecking seeds. Every other bird 
in that row is considered sitting on the ground, waiting in line. Always play 
your card at the end of a row. (Offset the ground cards so that they can 
be easily recognized as such.)
Note: At the start of the game, there are no birds waiting in line.

B. Resolving Effects
Compare the birds on the ground with the bird at the perch.
In the row where you played your card, determine the total strength of the 
bird cards on the ground and compare this total to the strength of the bird 
at the perch. There are two possible outcomes:

The Total Is Greater
Go through the following five steps (multiple times, if need be):

1. Take a Seed Card
Determine the difference between the two values compared. The difference 
determines the position above the feeder base from which you will get a 
seed card.
If the difference is between 1 and 4, take a face-up seed card, placing it 
face down in front of you—in your score pile. If the difference is 1, take the 
card that is directly above the feeder base. If the difference is 2, 3, and 4, 
take the second, third, and fourth card from the feeder base, respectively.
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If there is a bad card next to the seed card (see phase C for how this can 
happen), you must also take the bad card and place it face up in front 
of you (for step 3). If there is no card left to take from the position you 
determined, you get nothing.

Slide the remaining face-up seed cards—as well as any bad cards—down 
towards the feeder base. Do not replace the seed card you took with 
another one from the deck just yet (but only at the end of your turn).

If the difference is 5 or more, take a card from the top of the feeder deck 
and show it to all players. If it is a seed card, place it face down in your 
score pile. If it is a bad card, place it face up in front of you (for step 
3)—you do not get a replacement card. If you cannot draw a card from 
the feeder deck, because it is empty, you get nothing, triggering the game 
end (see page 11).

Example: You have just added the greenfinch of strength 3 to the left row. The total 
strength of the birds on the ground is 3+3+1=7, which is greater than 5—the strength 
of the chaffinch at the perch. The difference is 7-5=2, so you take the second seed card 
from the feeder base (in the illustration on page 2, this would be the 3-point seed card), 
placing it in your score pile. Then slide the cards at positions 3 and 4 down.
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2. Add a Bird to Your Collection
Move the bird at the perch to your collection, placing it face up in front of 
you. Birds are kept in separate piles by species so that all players can 
clearly see how many birds of each species you have.

Important!: Do not take the bird from the perch into your hand!

3. Resolve Bad Cards (If Required)
Carry out the effect of the face-up bad card in front of you. After resolving 
its effect, remove the bad card from play. If you did not get a bad card, 
move on to the next step.

The Crow scares away a bird in your collection. Remove 
a bird card that is face up in front of you from play. You 
must choose from the species you have the most birds of.

The Squirrel steals seeds from your score pile. Shuffle your 
score pile and let another player draw two cards from it. 
Remove these two cards from play. (You may look at the 
removed cards.)

If you only have one seed card in your score pile, remove this card from 
play. If you do not have any seed cards in your score pile (which is only 
possible if you draw the squirrel directly from the feeder deck), the squirrel 
leaves empty-handed.
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4. Move a Bird to the Perch
Move the highest-value bird from the ground to the perch. In case of a tie, 
move the bird closest to the perch from those tied. Close any gaps between 
the remaining birds on the ground, without changing their order.
Example: In the previous example, you move the chaffinch to your collection. The blackbird 
moves to the perch. If you played a greenfinch of strength 4 or more, that greenfinch 
would move to the perch instead.

5. Compare Again
Compare the new bird at the perch with the remaining birds on the ground.  
If the total is greater again, repeat steps 1-5 (over and over again, if need 
be, until this is no longer the case). Otherwise, if the total is equal or lower, 
move to the “Drawing New Cards” phase of your turn (see page 9).
Example: In the previous example, the blackbird is now at the perch. The total strength of 
the remaining birds on the ground is 3+1=4, which is greater than 3. The difference is 4-3=1. 
You take the first seed card, placing it in your score pile, as well as the blackbird, adding it 
to your collection. The remaining two seed cards move down. The greenfinch moves to the 
perch and is stronger than the remaining bullfinch on the ground. Phase B of your turn ends.

The Total is Equal or Lower
After placing your bird card at a row, if the total strength of the birds on 
the ground is equal to or lower than the strength of the bird at the perch, 
you do not get a seed card, nor the bird on the perch. Instead, you may 
choose a bird card from your hand (from those remaining), adding it to 
your collection directly. The strength of this card must be equal to or lower 
than the strength of the card you just added to a row. (The species of the 
two cards do not matter.)
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Note: If you do not have a bird in hand whose strength is equal to or lower 
than the first one you played, move on to the “Drawing New Cards” phase 
of your turn without playing a card to your collection.

Example: You are adding a sparrow of strength 3 to the chaffinch of strength 5. The total 
strength of the birds on the ground (just the sparrow) is lower than the strength of the 
chaffinch at the perch. Therefore, you may add one of the remaining three bird cards in 
your hand to your collection, if its strength is 3 or less.

C. Drawing New Cards
Draw back up to 4 cards and replenish the face-up seed cards.
At the end of your turn, draw back up to four bird cards in your hand. 
You can draw cards from either the queue of face-up bird cards or the 
top of the bird deck. The queue is refreshed immediately after each card 
is drawn.
Make sure there are four seed cards above the feeder base by drawing 
new cards from the feeder deck and adding them face up to the column, if 
needed. Do not add any bad cards you draw to the column. Instead, form a 
second column—consisting of bad cards—next to the column of seed cards. 
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Assign at most one bad card to each seed card. Place the bad cards from 
bottom to top (as viewed from the feeder base), as you do with the seed 
cards, even if there is no seed card at a position (yet). If you draw a fifth 
bad card, when there are four bad cards in play already, remove it from 
play.
Example: At the end of your turn, there are two seed 
cards left, so you must draw cards from the feeder 
deck. The first card you draw is a seed card of value 3, 
which you add to the top of the column. Next, you draw 
a crow, placing it next to the bottommost seed card  
(of value 1). Finally, you draw another seed card so that 
there are four face-up seed cards again.

If the feeder deck runs out of cards when you 
are supposed to add seed cards to the column, 
the game end is triggered (see next page). Until 
the end of the game, there will be less than four 
face-up seed cards.
Note: Towards the end of the game, 
some positions may be comprised of 
just a bad card. In step 1 of phase B, 
if the difference corresponds to such a 
position, you must take the bad card, 
without also getting a seed card.
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Game End
The game end is triggered when you are supposed to draw a card from 
an empty feeder deck. Play continues until all players have had an equal 
number of turns, i.e., the player to the right of the first player will take 
the last turn of the game. (If that player triggers the end, the game ends 
at the end of their turn.)
Each player now chooses two bird cards from their hand and discards them 
face down. Once all players have done this, add your remaining two bird 
cards to your collections and commence the scoring.

Scoring
Score the cards in your collections as follows:

1) 5 points per pair of birds: 
A pair of birds is a 
male and female bird 
of the same species 
and strength.

2) Species majorities: 
Score the different species one by one. Count how many bird cards of 
each species you have in your collection. Only the player who has the 
most birds of a species gets points for that species, by totaling the point 

A pair Not a pair
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values of those birds in their collection. All the other players score 0 for 
that species. If multiple players are tied for most birds, all tied players 
score their respective birds.

Note: The point value of each bird is exactly half its strength value 
rounded up.

3) Points for seed cards: 
Total the point values of the seed cards in your score pile.

The player with the most points wins! In case of a tie, the player with the 
most pairs of birds breaks the tie. If still tied, enjoy your shared victory.

This chaffinch collection  
is worth 10 points.

Questions, suggestions or  
criticism? Contact us at:  
buero@lookout-games.de© 2018 Lookout GmbH

Elsheimer Straße 23
55270 Schwabenheim
Germany  
www.lookout-spiele.de 
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